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Questions

Q1.
Q2.
Q3.

Very short answer questions
Read the following extract and answer the questions that follow:
‘Was he to be bereaved again?’
Who does he refer to?
Why was the speaker thinking about bereavement?
How did the narrator overcome this feeling of bereavement?

What does the poet mean by ‘In every land is common life’ in the poem
‘No Men are foreign’?
Q5. Why did Kalam mention ‘Every child is born with some inherited
characteristics’?
Q6. Mention two incidents that depict the harmonious environment of Kalam’s
village?
Q7. Write the two ways which the poet reminds us about equality of human
race in the poem ‘No Men are Foreign’.
Short answer questions:
Q8
Write the character sketch of Prabhat from the lesson ‘Weathering the
Storm in Ersama’.
Q9. Explain the lines
‘Let us remember, whenever we are told
To hate our brothers, it is ourselves’
Q10. Write the correct answer:
i)
When something gets polluted, it is_____(defiled/ detached)
ii)
If someone is lacking something, he is__________(supplied/disposed) .
iii)
If people believe in something very strongly, they are _________
(nonchalant/convicted).
iv)
If a person is an austere, he/she ___________(lives a simple life/ lives an
extravagant life)
v)
If someone has an innate potential, it means he/she is born
___________(with it/without it.)
Q4.

vi)
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If something is incessant, it means it is ______(intermittent/ continuous)

Long Answer Questions:
Q11. ‘Childhood experiences have indelible impressions on one’s personality’,
explain with reference to the lesson ‘My Childhood’.
Q12. ‘I am a citizen, not of Athens or Greece, but of the world’ – Socrates.
Explain this quote with reference to the poem ‘No Men are Foreign’ by
James Kirkup.

